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kahui ka mana`o, kahi ke aloha
The Aloha Committee Mission Statement
To welcome and bring new members into our ‘Ohana.
To gather and share the cultural and traditional aspects of paddling
To continue and maintain the Aloha and ‘Ohana spirit throughout the club.

Dear Ho‘okahi Pu‘uwai Paddlers,

Welcome to the first ever Ho‘okahi Pu‘uwai Cultural Workshop! At the beginning of the season, a few of us got together and made it our goal to bring back the culture and traditions to paddling. This is a Hawaiian Sport after all, and although we may not believe in some of the traditions or customs, we must respect it because it is all intertwined.

Our focus is to educate everyone, so that we can all share our knowledge, especially with the keiki, who are the future of the club. Paddling is not only a sport, it is a lifestyle. We are a family, and in order to become stronger as a family we must stay positive and continue to show and share our Aloha with each other.

We dedicate this handbook to the people who taught us through the years: The coaches, Kupuna, Aunties, Uncles, and friends that started Ho‘okahi. Most of us in the Aloha Committee are former keiki, and this is our way of showing our utmost gratitude to you. It is our turn to give back to the club, to teach the new keiki, and share all that you have shared with us through the years.

Mahalo Nui Loa,
The Aloha Committee 2007

Culture & Tradition

A culture can be described as a way of life of a group of people. Their behaviors, beliefs, values, customs, and symbols that they accept, generally without thinking about them, and that are passed along by communication and imitation from one generation to the next.

Hawaiian Outrigger paddling is more than just a sport. In fact it is part of the greater Polynesian culture that spans many islands in the South Pacific Ocean. Outrigger Canoe Clubs respect and nurture the Hawaiian culture of the past by adhering to protocol, customs, lore, and values that come from this great society at every opportunity. Respect for our canoes, paddles, and Hawaiian customs are taught along with outrigger canoe paddling. In the spirit of Aloha this is dedicated to the Hawaiian Culture and is part of our humble attempt to demonstrate our respect for it. We hope you enjoy it.
The Aloha Spirit Law is an ACTUAL law "on the books" in Hawai`i, encoded in the Hawai`i Revised Statutes, section 5-7.5 and acknowledges that The Aloha Spirit "was the working philosophy of native Hawaiians and was presented as a gift to the people of Hawai`i."

All citizens and government officials of Hawai`i are obligated by law to conduct themselves in accordance with this law, while performing their duties and obligations, as well as in their day-to-day living. Likewise, those visiting our fair islands are expected to conduct themselves in accordance with this Hawaiian law.

The Aloha Spirit elevates, empowers and ennobles its people, and keeps Hawai`i the uniquely special place that it is. The Aloha Spirit Law deserves our unmitigated support and compliance. As a model law for the world, it can serve the greatest number for its greatest good.

Together, we can make The Aloha Spirit as vibrant and REAL as it was for those who came before us. Those who have experienced The Aloha Spirit have an obligation to make it real for those who follow. An individual, conscious effort is required. Let it begin with you.

**Full Text of THE ALOHA SPIRIT LAW**

§5-7.5 The Aloha Spirit.

(a) The Aloha Spirit is the coordination of mind and heart within each person. It brings each person to the Self. Each person must think and emote good feelings to others. In the contemplation and presence of the life force, Aloha, the following Unuhi Laulâ Loa (free translation) may be used:

- **Akahai**, meaning kindness to be expressed with tenderness;
- **Lôkahi**, meaning unity, to be expressed with harmony;
- **`Olu`olu**, meaning agreeable, to be expressed with pleasantness;
- **Ha`aha`a**, meaning humility, to be expressed with modesty;
- **Ahonui**, meaning patience, to be expressed with perseverance

These are traits of character that express the charm, warmth and sincerity of Hawaii’s people. It was the working philosophy of native Hawaiians and was presented as a gift to the people of Hawaii.
 Aloha is more than a word of greeting or farewell or a salutation.

- **Aloha** means mutual regard and affection and extends warmth in caring with no obligation in return.
- **Aloha** is the essence of relationships in which each person is important to every other person for collective existence.
- **Aloha** means to hear what is not said, to see what cannot be seen and to know the unknowable.

(b) In exercising their power on behalf of the people and in fulfillment of their responsibilities, obligations and service to the people, the legislature, governor, lieutenant governor, executive officers of each department, the chief justice, associate justices, and judges of the appellate, circuit, and district courts may contemplate and reside with the life force and give consideration to **The Aloha Spirit**. [L 1986, c 202, §1]

* The Aloha Spirit, a way of life depicting the Hawaiian Culture as a whole, is truly embodied within the sport of Outrigger Paddling. The entire sport is perpetuated around warmth, togetherness, and respect. However successful we are in competition, we will never reach true success as a club without the “Aloha”. —James Jower

### History of the Outrigger Canoe

More than a millennium before Captain Cook arrived in 1776, a group of Polynesians braved the Pacific looking for land on canoes, plank-lashed vessels. They traveled through the night, using the stars as their guide. Once they discovered Hawaii, they established themselves as the Hawaiian people. Hawaii is surrounded by rough waters, which made fishing hard. After many deadly attempts of building the perfect canoe for surfing and fishing, the Hawaiians crafted streamlined canoes out of koa wood. This became a religious practice, a Kuhuna constantly prayed over the entire process to ensure safety and good mana. This is why today, the koa canoes are viewed as sacred, and are rarely used in races. The koa canoe was crafted from the giant koa tree then painted with a black paint made out of plants and charcoal, that added a waterproof finish later to the wood. For the Ali‘I, the addition of hen’s eggs to the paint resulted in a glossy exterior. As important as the canoe itself, the accessories such as the paddles were customized to each owner and each owner cherished his paddle as if it were a lover.

In the 1850’s the Hawaiian ways of life, including surfing, canoeing and hula were threatened to extinction due to the arrival of the European missionaries who believed that this way of living was “primitive” and “immodest”. Therefore, the culture and traditions of the Hawaiians started to die.

Between 1874 -1891 King David Kalakaua was determined to bring the Hawaiian culture back to life. Particularly known for bringing back Hula, he named his own birthday November 16 as the official annual regatta day. His efforts resulted in a slow revival of the Hawaiian ways. It was not until 1908 when the Outrigger Canoe Club was founded by Jack London and Waikiki businessman Alexander Hum Ford that the interest in water sports came back. The purpose of this canoe club was to “preserve surfing on boards and in Hawaiian Outrigger Canoes”.

Canoeing, or “paddling”, has rightfully been named the official state team sport in Hawaii. Since the founding of the Outrigger Canoe Club, paddling has grown into one of the most popular activities in the Hawaiian islands. Long-distance races are growing in popularity. What started out as a single event, the Molokai- Oahu race, a grueling channel-crossing, is now one of the
most noted annual events. On the Big Island the Queen Lili‘uokalani Race
between Kailua and Honoka‘u in Kona has become an ‘ocean mark’, attracting
canoes and their owners from all over the world.

The first race held in California was in 1959, the same year that Hawaii
became a part of the United States. The long distance race was from Avalon
on Catalina Island to the Newport dunes inside the California Coast. Two koa
canoes were shipped from Hawaii, the Malia and the Niuhe. The star outrigger
paddlers from Hawaii paddled in the Malia and the California team paddled in
the Niuhe. The Hawaii team finished the race in 5 hours, the California team
finished in 5 hours and 11 minutes. After that race, Noah Kalama and Tom
Johnson realized the need for canoes in California. They used the mold from
the Malia and began making fiberglass canoes in California.

The Hokule‘a, named after the zenith star of the Hawaiian sky at night, was
built in 1974, according to remaining descriptions of old double-hulled
canoes. Over 60 feet long, the Hokule‘a and the Polynesian voyages it has
made are more than nostalgic adventures. The canoe has become a spiritual
symbol of inspiration and remembrance. It connects Hawaii with a past that
was almost forgotten, but must survive.

(Information from coffeetimes.com, Ron Smith’s Web Guide to Outrigger
Canoeing)

HAWAIIAN OUTRIGGER TRADITIONS

The following traditions should be respected and followed at all times:

- Tying Ti Leaves to the canoe brings good luck
- Don’t step over the boats at any time; walk around the canoe. Stepping
  over a canoe brings it bad luck. Respect the competition boats as well.
- Refer to the canoe parts by their Hawaiian names.
- Each canoe should be treated with the respect of a living person
- Do not sit in the boat on dry land (except for instruction), as the canoe is
  considered sacred and part of you. Treat the canoe as a person
- Do not swear or argue in or around the canoe. This brings bad luck and
  slows the canoe.
- Before each race the team shall gather to give blessings and prayers of
  hope and thanksgiving
- After each race the teams shall greet each other and congratulate them
  on the race/practice
- When the canoes are on dry land, the nose of the canoe should point to
  the water. The early Hawaiians did this out of respect for the canoe and
  its spirit
- Always limit the amount of talking in the canoe. Small positive
  encouragement is allowed, but the main person that should talk in the
  canoe is the Steersman
- Eating is not permitted in the canoe (ie junk food, candy).
ARRIVING WITH A POSITIVE ATTITUDE IS ESSENTIAL TO RACE ETIQUETTE. A GOOD STARTING POINT WOULD BE TO RECALL HPOCC’S MISSION STATEMENT: Ho’okahi Pu’uwai means one heart, one goal in the Hawaiian language and is a sentiment we perpetuate throughout our ohana. Our club is a part of our extended family and should be treated as such.

PRE-RACE PREPARATIONS INCLUDING:

A) CARRYING AND RIGGING CANOES  
B) DOCKING CANOES  
C) SETTING UP CLUB TENT FOR RACES  
D) BRINGING YOUR DESIGNATED DISH/FOOD PER CLUB  
E) STRETCHING FOR ATLEAST 20 MINUTES PRIOR TO RACE TIME IS OBLIGATORY TO AVOID PULLED MUSCLES OR INJURY.  
F) ATTEND THE PULE OR BLESSING OF CANOES AND THE PADDLERS

UPON RACE TIME, THE CANOE SHOULD BE RIGGED, CLEANED, AND PADDLES SHOULD BE IN HAND.

ALL EQUIPMENT MUST BE KEPT IN GOOD CONDITION SO PROPER USE OF CLUB PADDLES AND CLUB GEAR IS A MUST DO. PICK UP AFTER YOURSELF INCLUDING RUBBISH, AND LEAVING WATER BOTTLES IN CANOE IS PROHIBITED. PLEASE NO EATING IN THE CANOE AT ANY TIME.

DUE TO THE EXCITEMENT OF THE RACE SOMETIMES EMOTIONS RUN HIGH. PLEASE REMEMBER THAT CURSING, NEGATIVE AND DEROGATORY LANGUAGE IS NOT WELCOME AT ANY POINT. THE ONLY MEMBERS THAT CAN GIVE DIRECTIONS OR INSTRUCTIONS ARE THE HEAD COACH, DESIGNATED COACHES, AND STEERS PERSON.

CHEER EACH OTHER ON, ENCOURAGEMENT FROM THOSE ON SHORE IS THE BEST KIND OF PUSH WE ALL NEED DURING RACE. BE LOUD, BE PROUD. BE READY TO HELP CREWS COMING IN FROM THE RACE, TO GET THE BOATS IN AND OUT QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY. GREET AND CONGRATULATE THOSE COMING IN FROM THE RACE. CREW MEMBERS SHOULD CONGRATULATE EACH OTHER AS WELL. ONCE THE RACE HAS ENDED, BE READY TO DE-RIG THE CANOES, AND PLACE THEM BACK ON THE TRAILERS.
OC-6 Outrigger Canoe Positions

The OC-6 Outrigger canoe contains six seats for 6 team members that work together as a team in unison to keep the canoe on a steady course and at a desired speed. The 5 paddlers, paddling alternately on each side of the craft, combined with the steersman can make or break a team if they do not know the roles. Each position has certain roles they must fulfill to ensure the six paddlers in the canoe all working in unison, but each with a role to play.

Stroke and Number Two

The stroke sits in the very front seat of the canoe. Paddlers one and two, are primarily concerned with ensuring the rhythm and pace of the paddle strokes, which seats, three through five follow.

They paddle on opposite sides and as such neither has a paddle to follow. The stroke at the front of the canoe must set a more or less consistent pace which varies according to the nature of the race and water conditions whilst the paddler behind in number two seat, must follow in perfect time, mirroring the strokes pace so as the power distribution remains equal and synchronized down the length of the canoe. The stroke’s job is crucial in ensuring the consistency of the crew working at an optimum pace and rhythm. When rounding markers, the stroke and number two work together to turn the front of the canoe.

Seats Three and Four

Often referred to as Power Seats, the heavier, stronger paddlers will generally take these positions. It is their primary task to provide the brute power required to push the canoe along. Number four seat generally takes responsibility for ensuring the canoe remains as dry as possible, bailing when needs be.

Seat Five

Again a power seat but also needs to have knowledge of steering to assist the steerer when necessary. They are also referred to as the keeper of the ama. This entails that they must eyeball the ama (the outer float) to make sure it is stable. If it looks at any time to be lifting threatening capsize, they must quickly react to save it. Failing this, numbers three and four need to recognize the predicament and also try to save a capsize. Number five must also take responsibility for bailing if required should there be an excess of water in the canoe as by the time water is collecting towards the aft end of the canoe, there is definitely too much water inboard.

Steersman

The steersman, who is ideally the captain of the canoe calls the shots, motivates the crew and sets the canoe up for the best coarse and catching the swells. They plan and navigate a course and have a big responsibility during sprint races, where they must set the canoe up for a good turn around the buoys.

They need to have a good paddling relationship with number 5 in protecting the ama and indeed with all the crew. Steering a 40ft plus canoe on the open ocean in rough water is an art form. Those that learn their trade well can be considered masters of a task which requires intimate understanding of the dynamics of the ocean and the nuances of the canoe and crew.
1. Respect every canoe as a family member. From the time a canoe is made and blessed, the canoe becomes an entity unto itself. Care for it as a loved one by maintaining it before setting out to sea and cleaning it after you return. Never sit on, or step over, a canoe (exceptions are sometimes made for dry-land training or demonstration purposes). In Hawai‘i, it is believed that to step over another is to cut their life shorter, therefore, the same applies to your canoe.

2. On land, the canoe always faces the ocean. This relates back to ancient Hawai‘i when canoes were frequently used to repel attacks from other islands.

3. Care should also be taken for the area surrounding the canoe. Pick up opala (rubbish) on and around your paena wa`a (canoe landing), halau wa`a (canoe house), or auha (canoe shed). Put things away that need to be stored without being asked.
- Hoe aku i ka wa`a (literal meaning: move ahead the canoe; figurative meaning: do your share).

4. Everyone helps when the canoe is being carried, covered, cleaned or cared for. This includes loading and unloading the canoes, covering or storing them, cleaning them and washing them down with fresh water (especially the lashings) when they are dirty or after practice, and checking all parts of the canoe before and after practice. This applies to every member of the club from the first time novice to the president. From ancient times, whenever there was a large undertaking, everyone would help by doing whatever he or she could. The strong would do the work, the old would offer encouragement and advice, and the young would bring the water and food, but everyone would participate.
- A`ohe hana nui ka alu`ia. (No task is too big when done together).

5. Customarily, a prayer is always said before every launching no matter how long or short the voyage. The prayer needn’t be long and perhaps not in Hawaiian, nor does it have to be religious in nature. Doing so helps center the crew mentally and spiritually (no religious reference).

6. On water, avoid standing, arguing and swearing in the canoe. Standing is rarely a good idea for stability and safety reasons anyway. Arguing and swearing only serves to upset the entire crew’s efforts and create animosity instead of aloha. Avoid tracking dirt and sand into the outrigger when you climb aboard.
- `Ike aku, `ike mai, kokua aku, kokua mai. Pela iho la ka nohana `ohana (Recognize others, be recognized, help others, be helped. Such is a family relationship).

7. Learn the particular duties that go along with the seat you sit in. Once you step into a canoe you are part of a team. Therefore every hoa wa`a (canoe mate) must work together by doing his share. The only way to know what is expected of each member is to have clearly defined assignments before hand.
- Komo mai kau mapuna hoe (Dip your paddle in. Join in the effort.)

8. See to it that personal issues are put to rest quickly instead of letting them collect and fester in your mind. Remember; what happens on land, stays on land, what happens at sea, stays at sea. Show respect, enthusiasm and commitment to your hoa wa`a by arriving on time to practice (steersmen, coaches and other leaders should ALWAYS arrive early).
- A leader is never on time, he is always early.
9. Take the time to study and learn the proper Hawaiian names and pronunciation of the things you use. On this issue, if you choose to use English (usually the case), or Tahitian, etc. that is entirely fine. But if you choose to use Hawaiian terminology, take care in its pronunciation (and use). Many Hawaiian words have multiple meanings or have different meanings if pronounced incorrectly. Lest you be guilty of `olelo ho`ohepa (idiot talk).

---

**CANOE RESPECT**

*In ancient times the canoe was central to the daily life of the Hawaiians. Hawaiians were water people, after all, and travel, sustenance, adventure and generally life itself centered around the canoe.*

The canoe is at the center of our sport. While it is no longer made of the increasingly rare koa wood but of fiberglass, we still consider the canoe a living, breathing part of our ohana, for without the canoe there was no life to the club thus no club. A beautiful and cared for canoe gave the club and its paddlers pride.

In this short piece I will try to pass what we have learned about respect for the canoe to our club members. Please read from time to time to remind yourself what the canoe means to you.

- Archie Bie, Kilohana Equipment Management (information from Kilohana’s website)

- The canoe is considered to have a life force. In the ancient times, a canoe was hewn from a living entity, the Koa tree. To harness the positive force of this entity, the canoe must be shown respect by those that paddle the canoe.
- How the canoe performs on the ocean will depend on the mana of the crew. Both crew and canoe are considered as one and one team.
- The Canoe Club expects the canoe to be treated and accorded respect at all times. Do not take the canoe for granted and never show discourtesy.
- When the canoe is on the beach always point the nose of the canoe toward the ocean, preferably toward Hawaii.
- Never sit or lean on the canoe when it is not in the water.
- Show care and lift both iako and ama completely off the ground when moving.
- Do not drag or drop the canoe. Set the canoe down gently.
- Never step over the body of the canoe. If you must get to the other side walk around the canoe. This is a gesture of respect and courtesy.
- When calling a canoe call it by its given name.
- When towing a canoe upright the nose should be pointing forward.
- When towing a canoe upside down it is considered retired or stored and is upside down to retain the mana of the canoe. In this case the nose should be pointing toward the rear.
Ho’okahi’s Canoe Fleet

1. **Kahealani**: Which means Heavenly Mist, this Malia, is Ho’okahi’s heaviest and oldest boats. The "Malia" remains the best known and possibly the most significant of all Hawaiian racing outrigger canoes. Don’t be deceived by the name, meaning “Calm Water”, as it is derived from the location from which its creator lived and worked, on the Kona Coast of the Big Island of Hawaii - well known for its calm seas being on the lee side of the island. Today the Malia is used in the first NCOCA race to kick off regatta season.

2. **Imiloa**: Which means the distant seeker, Pacific Islander.

3. **Makoa**: Which means fearless, Pacific Islander. Pacific Islanders were long boats made for racing, designed by Dennis Campbell. They were one of the longer canoes out when they came out. Imiloa and Makoa came in pieces and the original members of Ho’okahi worked together to make the canoes they are today.

4. **Kai E Hitu**: Which means Seven Seas (kai= sea, hitu- seven; in Hawaiian, the word for seven is usually listed as hiku, but the k and t sounds are interchangeable in Hawaiian) Kai E Hitu is a Bradley, one of Ho’okahi’s first race boats which was bought from Santa Barbara.

5. **Peleleu**: Ho’okahi’s 2nd Bradley; Peleleu means Long or Extended by definition in the Hawaiian Dictionary. This word is also used to describe the large war canoes that Kamehameha I had built around 1800 to transport soliders to conquer Kaua’i, according to Hawaiian Canoe- Building Traditions by Chun and Burningham.

Bradleys are designed by Sonny Bradley. They are Longer, they sit better in the water due to the U shaped hull. Peleleu was blessed by Auntie Sam Peralta, and was blessed with all of the ancestors that reside in Kahealani, Imiloa, Makoa and Kai E Hitu. Auntie Sam explains how Peleleu is a fleet, a wa’a that embodies all of the ancestral spirits of the other canoes.

6. **Ke Alaka’i Pono**: Mirage, The boat’s original blessed name was Ke Ka’i, which meant The Leader. Auntie Sam blessed this canoe originally with Ke Ka’i. It was then re-named with its present name Ke Alaka’i Pono, which means the good leader. A strong, yet more humble version of the previous name. Auntie Sam explains that this wa’a is our best training canoe.

Mirages were designed by Karel Tresnak from OC Connection and are similar to the Bradley except there are a few modifications to make the boat faster.
7. **Kamanaokahono**: Mirage, which means spirit of the bay, a tribute to the fantastic waters that HPCC has the honor of paddling in. Her name was graciously given by the Kamalani Ohana.

8. **Kikaha ‘olu**: Bradley Lightning, our newest wa’a just blessed by Auntie Sam Peralta, meaning to glide gracefully; skim like a bird; to soar. Club colors are reflected in this canoe with black gunnels and a tan hull. Auntie Sam describes her as “girly girl” but a willing and ready addition to our fleet.

Bradley Lightning was the approved canoe used in the 2008 World Sprints (also for 2012).

**CANOE BLESSING INFORMATION**

Ho’okahi’s canoes have been blessed by our very own Auntie Sam Peralta (kau’i) and Uncle Sam from Ke Kai O Uhane. The power of pule is an integral part of paddling. It completes the full circle that connects the aloha spirit within yourself, the canoe, and everyone around you. - Di Jimenez

The following information was taken from www.mountainhomecc.com.

* A Blessing is a consecration to invoke divine care for those things and/or persons who fulfill our lives through prayer and ceremony. A means of honoring; giving thanks, well wishes and positive energy; to dissipate any ill wishes and negative energy; and To give approval and encouragement.

* Ceremony is a formal act or series of acts as prescribed by ritual, protocol or convention.

* Ritual is the established form for a ceremony. A ritual observance is a system of rites, a ceremonial act or action.

**Some General Notes for a Canoe Blessing**

Wa’a to be blessed are to be on the beach with the manu ihu (nose) towards the water just a bit over the very edge of the water. Beach should be cleared and free of any other paraphernalia. Everyone on the beach during ceremony is considered a witness/participant and will form a semi-circle around the canoe. (That’s everyone on the beach). There is no unnecessary talking during the ceremony. The canoe is then given a name, and it is believed that the canoe embodies the ancestral spirits of the Hawaiian people and of those Hawaiian at heart who witness the canoe blessing.
WHAT MADE YOU JOIN THE CLUB?

• Tried it out at the Foster City Hula Festival and I liked it
• A Bet
• I joined this club because the practice site is so close to my office
• My friends paddle and I like outdoor sports
• Another member of the club
• Exercise
• A Friend in the club said I should try it out
• My roommate introduced me to the club
• Exercise and conditioning
• Fun and Workout
• I was recommended by one of my hula sisters... The Aloha spirit of the club
• Want to live an active lifestyle and I like the water
• Friendships and competition
• Other club members had convinced me to come to a practice, lets just say love at first sight because I’m still here
• I’d seen the sport before and thought how fun it would be to participate in it.
• A friend in the club helped push me into joining.
• The challenge of something unfamiliar and to prove to myself that I can accomplish anything physical and mental.

WHAT INTERESTS YOU ABOUT THE SPORT AND CULTURE?

• Good workout, good attitudes and good people
• Competing on the water
• Exercise, The mental challenge and the Ohana
• The sport is good exercise and the culture is just cool
• Winning, good workout, meeting people and the art of paddling
• The water, nature and outdoors
• It’s something new. I like being on the water. It just feels chill, but it pushes me.
• The intense workout, the appreciation and learning of the Hawaiian traditions and culture
• How the club is like a big family. When I’m paddling nothing else matters. I’m able to clear my head and not worry about work.
• Love the teamwork, art and craft
• The Aloha spirit
• I love the people, canoes, paddles, water, the feeling of unity, coaches
What do you value from being a part of the sport and culture?

• Teamwork
• The peace of being on the water
• The aloha, teamwork, physical and mental challenge
• I value positive friendships and the group atmosphere
• Friendship and community
• Exercise and being around the people. Everyone’s really open to new people and are really nice.
• My competitiveness
• The competition and friendship of the sport
• The spirit of the club and how the club works together
• The team spirit and lifelong friendship of fellow paddlers.
• The importance of Aloha and the respect of Ohana
• Meeting people
• Mana, Ohana, and the exercise
• The food
• The culture, being splashed by all the people behind me and how we promote family and tradition

What would you like to learn more about?

• How to rig a canoe
• How to become a stronger paddler
• Everything about the sport
• Technique
• Better stroking posture
• The history on the outrigger canoe
• The history of paddling. The Hawaiian paddling language. How to steer
• Working on stroke and steering
• Stroking in seat 1 and 2
• Culture and history
• I’d like to learn more about steering
• How the canoes get their names, when did paddling become a sport and how, the culture and how to become an overall excellent paddler

Terminology

Commands
• Huki: to pull (start paddling)
• Kahi: to cut longitudinally, shave, or scrape (sometimes used in sprints in seats 1 and 2)
• Lawa: enough, satisfied (stop paddling)
• Une: lever or to pry (what #1 usually does at the beginning of a sprint turn)
**COMMONLY USED TERMS**

- **Ali‘i**: royal
- **Honu**: turtle
- **Ho‘okahi Pu‘uwai**: One Heart
- **Hui**: club
- **Huli**: to turn over (capsize)
- **Imua**: to move forward
- **Kane**: man (male)
- **Keiki**: child (NCOCA divisions 12 & under, 16 & under, 19 & under)
- **Kokua**: help
- **Kupuna**: grandparent or ancestor (NCOCA division 60 years old or older)
- **Mahalo**: thanks
- **Mana**: divine power
- **Master Division**: NCOCA paddler age 40 or older
- **Novice**: NCOCA classification whose first season is this season or last season
- **Okole Maluna**: bottoms up
- **Pule**: blessing
- **Senior Master**: NCOCA paddler age 50 or older
- **Wahine**: woman
- **‘Ohana**: family

**CANOE PARTS**

- **Ama**: float/outrigger
- **Hoe**: paddle/to paddle
- **‘Iako**: spars, outrigger boom
- **Kino**: hull
- **Manu Hope**: stern end piece; back end of the canoe
- **Manu Ihu**: bow end piece; nose of the canoe
- **Mo‘o**: gunnels
- **Pale Kai**: splash guard
- **Wae**: spreaders
- **Wa‘a**: canoe

![Canoe Parts Diagram](image-url)
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Various HPOCC paddlers